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Suppression of superconductor quasiparticle tunneling into single-walled carbon nanotubes
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Electrical transport through single-walled carbon nanotubes with weak electrical coupling to superconduct-
ing leads has been studied theoretically and experimentally. A simple model is considered to describe single-
particle tunneling into a Luttinger-liquid-like state from electrically weak connected superconducting elec-
trodes. This involves the superconductor’s quasiparticle and the Luttinger liquid’s excitation density of states.
Experimentally, the suppression of quasiparticle tunneling induced current peaks was observed at temperatures
below 0.1 K, which we attributed to the Luttinger-liquid-like excitation spectrum of the single-walled carbon
nanotube.
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Single-electron charging was one of the first effects
served and investigated in electrical transport in sing
walled carbon nanotubes~SWNTs!.1,2 In these works it was
demonstrated that SWNTs weakly connected to metal e
trodes can be used as molecular transistors,2 and that trans-
port spectroscopy provides a first insight into the electro
excitation spectrum of SWNTs. The experimental data h
been interpreted in the framework of the constant interac
model.3 In particular, visible excitations were attributed
quantization effects due to the finite length of the SWN
under investigation.

However, for the majority of results on transport spectr
copy, it has been apparent that the excitation spectrum o
SWNTs is much more complex than predicted by the c
stant interaction model. It is assumed that the deviati
originate from the strong one-dimensional character of
SWNTs. This is supported by the experimental observa
that SWNTs with strong electrical connections to metal le
exhibit signatures of electron-electron correlations in th
current/voltage (I /Vsd) characteristics at low temperatures4

The electron system of the SWNT was described a
Luttinger-liquid ~LL ! state where the basic charged exci
tion is a propagating soundlike excitation~plasmon!.5 In
multiwalled carbon nanotubes a LL-like behavior has a
been found, observed in the form of the so-called zero-b
anomaly in conductance measurements.6

In the present work, a simple, qualitative model is p
sented which describes electrical transport through a LL,
therefore also through a SWNT, with a weak electrical co
pling to superconducting electrodes. The qualitative pred
tions of the theoretical model are compared with experim
tal data on SWNTs weakly connected electrically
superconducting rhenium~Re! terminals.

In general, electrical transport through a physical obj
~or island! with weak electrical connection~roughly speak-
ing, the contact resistance exceeds the quantum resist
h/e2'25.8 kV) to BCS superconductor leads occu
through quasiparticle~QP! tunneling. In contrast, for lowe
contact resistances, the proximity effect is apparent as
served for SWNTs in Ref. 7. QPs are the single-particle
citations of the superconducting ground state and beh
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generally similarly to electrons. Before discussing the
tunneling process and thus the stationary current through
system, it is worthwhile to look at the energetic situation
the system when a finite source-drain voltageVsd5(ms
2md)/e is applied at some fixed gate voltageVg , as de-
picted in Fig. 1~a!. As the reservoirs are superconducting, t
temperature-dependent superconductor gap 2D(T) separates
the occupied~shaded! from the unoccupied QP energy level
The QP density of statesDQP(«) is of the form

DQP~«!}
u«u

A«22D2~T!
for u«u.D~T!, ~1!

and zero foru«u<D(T), and is also indicated in Fig. 1~a!.
Note that,« is measured relative to the electrochemical p
tential of the BCS superconductor reservoirs and can be
ther positive or negative.

In between the reservoirs the relative position of the lo
beams denote the energy differencem(n11;$Vl%)[E(n
11,0;$Vl%)2E(n,0;$Vl%) between the two ground-state e
ergiesE(n11,0;$Vl%) andE(n,0;$Vl%) of the n11 and the
n electron systems on the island, respectively, for the v
ages$Vl%[$Vg ,Vsd%.

8 The short beams are the correspon
ing energy differencesE(n11,j ;$Vl%)2E(n,i ;$Vl%),i , j
>0, for transitions to excited states of the electron system
the island. The indicesi and j stand for a complete set o
quantum numbers characterizing the state uniquely (i 50, j
50 for ground states!. Without a loss of generality, in this
figure, 2D(T) is chosen to be smaller than the energy le
distancem(n11;$Vl%)2m(n;$Vl%). A tunneling event is in-
dicated using thej th excited state of then11 electron sys-
tem. From this energy scheme the expected transport reg
within the (Vsd vs Vg) plane can be derived. This is shown
Fig. 1~b!, using the general case of asymmetric capacit
couplingsas andad of source- and drain electrodes, respe
tively.

If the energy difference between ground-states of adjac
electron number varies, as is usually the case for nonmet
islands, the shape and size of the transport regions~dia-
monds! may differ from each other in contrast to the plot
©2003 The American Physical Society02-1
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FIG. 1. ~a! Energy scheme for a superconductor/island/superconductor arrangement at finite bias voltage.ms and md are the electro-
chemical potentials of the superconducting reservoirs left and right, respectively. The shaded areas below the superconducting
spond to occupied QP states. Starting fromn electrons on the island in the ground state, a tunneling process is indicated using thej th excited
state of then11 electron system. The transition ratesG@n,i #→@n11,j #

(1) andG@n11,j #→@n,i #
(2) for the tunneling process and the energy differen

m(n;$Vl%) andm(n11;$Vl%) are denoted.~b! In the (Vsd vs Vg)-plane, transport regions are derived from the energy scheme in~a!, showing
the familiar regular diamondlike pattern~gray colored! as known from systems exhibiting single-electron tunneling. White regions co
spond to situations where no current is flowing through the island and the number of chargesn on the island remains stable. Gray regio
denote configurations of the system where current flow is enabled, i.e., the number of charges on the island fluctuates. The
indicates the contribution of more possible charge states on the island to the current. For example the light gray regions fluctuat
two charge states of the island, e.g.,n andn11. The next darker region indicates fluctuations between three charge states, e.g.,n, n11, and
n12, and so forth. The solid black lines denote the onset of tunneling channels between ground-states of the island. The dotted l
gray regions indicate the onset from which excited states contribute to the electrical transport for sufficiently high bias voltages. In
to islands which are weakly connected electrically to normal metal electrodes a ‘‘currentless band’’ of the width 4D(T)/e forms along the
Vg axis. For comparison, additional diamonds~dotted line! in the white regions are shown which correspond to the case that normal m
leads would have been chosen for contacting the system.~c! I /Vsd characteristics of the SC/island/SC system. Peaks at each onset of a c
step@solid lines in~b!# are apparent, originating from the QP density of states of the superconducting leads.
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Fig. 1~b!. As the QPs tunnel one after another through
island due to the weak electrical coupling, with increas
uVsdu at fixedVg , the current increases steplike when cro
ing a line in Fig. 1~b!: a solid black line describes transition
between ground states of then11 andn electron systems
i.e., crossing a solid line energetically allows an additio
charge state on the island. A dotted line gives an additio
contribution to the current by excited states, either of then
11 or n electron states. However, in contrast to islan
which are connected to normal metal electrodes, foruVsdu
,2D(T)/e no current can flow for any value ofVg . Along
the Vg axis a ‘‘currentless band’’ of width 4D(T)/e is
formed.

For a more quantitative description of the electrical tra
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port, first the transition rates of a tunneling event have to
determined from which the stationary current through
device can be derived. The transition rates depend on
following physical quantities:~i! changes in the total energ
for rearranging electrons in the system as a tunnel event
curs under energy conservation,~ii ! the matrix element
ut i→ j

(r ) («)u for the tunneling of a single QP with energy« onto
the island, and~iii ! the number of QPs at a given energy«
which is given by the product of the QP density of sta
DQP(«) and the Fermi distributionf («,m r) (m r is the elec-
trochemical potential of reservoirr!.

The transition rate for QP tunneling from the superco
ducting reservoirr onto the island, inducing a transition from
the island state@n, i# to @n11,j # @also see Fig. 1~a!#, is9,10
2-2
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SUPPRESSION OF SUPERCONDUCTOR QUASIPARTICLE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 68, 205402 ~2003!
G@n,i #→@n11,j #
~r !

5
2p

\ E
2`

`

ut i→ j
~r ! ~«!u2DQP~«! f ~«,m r !

3d@E~n11,j ;$Vl%!2E~n,i ;$Vl%!2~m r1«!#d«,

~2!

where the delta distribution d(E(n11,j ;$Vl%)
2E(n,i ;$Vl%)2(m r1«)) accounts for the energy conserv
tion of the tunneling process. The stationary current throu
the island is directly proportional toG@n,i #→@n11,j #

(r ) ,9,10

I stat5e(
n

(
i

(
j

$G@n,i #→@n11,j #
~1! 2G@n,i #→@n11,j #

~2! %P@n,i # , ~3!

where the sums are over all charge statesn of the island and
over all excited statesi and j of n and then11 electron
systems on the island, respectively.P@n,i # is the probability of
finding the island in thei th excitedn-electron state for a
given $Vl%. The latter is constrained by the conditio
(n( i P@n,i #51, but this is not vital for the following discus
sion. Equation~3! can be simplified assuming that the syste
is, before each tunneling event, in the ground state of
respective electron number: in Eq.~3! the sum overi can be
neglected except for the term withi 50. For a dense excita
tion spectrum it is more convenient to convert the sum o
j into an integral form. For this, the density of stat
tn11(eexc) of the excitations of then11 state has to be
introduced, transforming Eq.~2! to

G@n,0#→@n11,eexc#
~r ! 5@tn11~eexc!deexc#

3
2p

\ E
2`

`

ut ~r !~«!u2DQP~«!• f ~«,m r !

3d@m~n11;$Vl%!1eexc2~m r1«!#d«,

~4!

where the definitionE(n11,eexc;$Vl%)[E(n11,0;$Vl%)
1eexc has been used andtn11(eexc) deexc describes the de
generacy of then11 electron state at the excitationeexc.
Carrying out the integral in Eq.~4! with the aid of the delta
distribution, the transition rate is found to depend on
producttn11(eexc)DQP@m(n11;$Vl%)2m r1eexc#.

In the case of a metallic island at low temperatur
tn11(eexc) varies only slightly such that it can be assumed
be constant. Therefore the transition rate and thusI stat is
mainly determined by the dependence ofDQP(«) on «. Since
DQP(«)}u«u/A«22D2(T) for u«u.D(T), I stat is strongly en-
hanced for QP energiesu«u close toD(T). In contrast, for
u«u@D(T), I stat is smaller which leads to the formation o
peaks at the onset of each step in theI /Vsd characteristics.
This is caused by allowing an additional charge state on
island@see Fig. 1~c!#. This result is in agreement with exper
mental data on spherical metallic islands11 and also coincides
with other theoretical works12 from which also the minor
influence of ut i→ j

(r ) («)u on the development of the curren
peaks is apparent.
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In the case of a LL-like statetn11(eexc);eexc
g , also called

tunneling density of states, can not be regarded as consta
contrast to a metallic system.5 The exponentg is a measure
of the interaction strength and thus determines how str
the LL-like character is developed for a certain island. The
fore, the correspondingI stat is determined by the dependenc
of the full product tn11(eexc)DQP@m(n11;$Vl%)2m r
1eexc# on eexc. For energieseexc close to zero, i.e., for low-
est charged collective excitations~plasmons!, tn11(eexc) is a
decreasing andDQP@m(n11;$Vl%)2m r1eexc# an increasing
finite valued function. This has the effect that the high de
sity of states of the QPs is counterbalanced by the vanish
tunneling density of states approaching the ground-state
the LL. Consequently, according to Eq.~3! the current at the
onset of a current-step in the current/voltage-characteris
of this system is suppressed, at least in its height, in cont
to spherical metal islands.11,12Also, the simple model implies
that at eexc50, which corresponds to tunneling into th
ground-state of then11 electron system, the current is com
pletely suppressed sincetn11(eexc) vanishes. This is consis
tent with the fact that the basic charged excitation of a L
like state is a plasmon mode in agreement with ot
theoretical considerations.5

As SWNTs are known to exhibit a LL-like behavior a
low temperatures,4 a weak electrical contacting of the tube
to superconducting electrodes should reveal, according to
considerations drawn above, a suppression of the cur
peaks at the onset of steps in theI /Vsd characteristics. In
order to investigate whether SWNTs show this effe
SWNTs have been connected to superconducting leads
top. For this, SWNT raw material was first purified via ce
trifugation and then adsorbed13 on a heavily doped Si wafe
with a thermally grown SiO2 layer ~about 100 nm thick!
which serves as a backgate. Electron-beam lithography
then used to generate a three-finger electrode pattern on
of the SWNTs, similar to Ref. 14. As electrode material, pu
rhenium~Re! was chosen as it exhibits in thin films down
50-nm thickness a critical temperatureTc

(film) of about 6.7
K.15 For this, the Re was evaporated on top of the SWNTs
liquid nitrogen temperature. Additionally, as the superco
ductor material is contacting the SWNTs from above, a
contribution from bending defects is avoided.17 In Fig. 2 a
typical Re-electrode structure connecting a thin SWN
bundle~&3 nm in height! is shown. The inner electrode line
are 23 nm in height, 120 nm in width, and 2mm in length.
The distance between the electrode lines is about 200
The schematic structure of the device is shown within
inset. The line from center right is continuous and contac
at both ends electrically in order to prove that the lines
still superconducting, despite their considerably reduced
mensions compared to thin films.15 The room-temperature
resistance of the continuous line was found to be about
kV which agrees with the estimated resistance of a Re ba
comparable dimensions using 17.231028 Vm for the Re
resistivity.16

The room temperature two-point resistances for the e
trode pairs~I!, ~II !, and ~III ! are 1.7, 5.5, and 4.7 MV, re-
spectively. These resistances indicate a contact resist
considerably higher thanh/e2, giving rise to single-electron
2-3
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tunneling effects at sufficiently low temperatures.1,2,18 The
measurements have been performed in a3He/4He-dilution
refrigerator with a base temperature of 25 mK.

In the inset of Fig. 2 the temperature dependence of
resistance of the continuous line is plotted. At 6.2 K
abrupt decrease from its room-temperature value is obser
This significant reduction of the resistance at a tempera
close to the critical temperature of thin films of Re clea
indicates that the electrode lines are indeed still superc
ducting in spite of their reduced geometrical dimensions.
markably, this temperature is close toTc

(film) and the super-
conductor energy gap at zero temperature can be deduc
be 2D053.5kBTc'1.8 meV.19

In Fig. 3 theI /Vsd characteristics of the pair of electrode
~I!, ~II !, and ~III ! connected to the SWNT bundle, respe
tively, are shown at approximately 50 mK. This temperat
is sufficiently below the critical temperature of 6.2 K of th
Re electrodes, such that the superconducting state shou
fully developed. As expected from the high room
temperature resistances, step-formation is observed, ind
tive of single-particle tunneling dominating the electric
transport through the device. From the data the charging
ergy for the tube can be estimated to be approximatel
meV which is comparable to earlier reported values of
meV ~Ref. 2! and 7 meV~Ref. 1! for SWNTs contacted
under similar conditions with normal metal leads. In agre
ment with the above discussion, no peaks at the onse
steps are observed indicating that the SWNT is in a LL-l
state.

FIG. 2. Typical Re-electrode structure connecting a thin SW
bundle~&3 nm in height!. The distance between the inner electro
lines ~2 mm in length! is about 200 nm. The height of the electrod
lines is 23 nm and their width is 120 nm. On the substrate so
residuals from the fabrication process are observed, indicating
the Re is more ductile than Au or AuPd. Upper inset: tempera
dependence of the resistance of the continuous line. AtT56.2 K a
sharp drop is observed, indicative of the superconducting trans
of the Re electrodes. In the inset a sketch of the Re-electrode
tern is shown. The size of the total pattern is 4603460mm2.
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The dependence of theI /Vsd characteristics on the
backgate-voltageVg was qualitatively found to be the sam
for all three pairs of contacts, hence only the results for
pair of electrode~II ! are shown in Fig. 4: for noVg value is
a gaplessI /Vsd characteristic observed, as expected by
model discussed above@cf. Fig. 1~b!# which again indicates
that the continuous line is indeed superconducting. AtuVsdu
values*15 mV current fluctuations are observed in som
I /Vsd curves which are attributed to contact region instab
ties versus time. In the regionuVsdu&15 mV, for some
(Vg ,Vsd) values, weakly pronounced peaks are apparen
the onset of current steps. In the inset of Fig. 4 an enlar
view of one of the current-steps is shown.

In order to compare the experimental findings with t
above presented theory, the producttn11(eexc)•DQP@m(n
11;$Vl%)2m r1eexc# was explicitly calculated and used t
determineI stat through a superconductor/LL/superconduc
~SC/LL/SC! system. The result for different values ofg ~0.2,
0.25, and 0.3! are depicted in the inset of Fig. 5 together wi
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n
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FIG. 3. Output characteristics of the three electrode pair c
figurations of Fig. 2. No peaks are observed at the onset of curr
steps.

FIG. 4. Output characteristics of electrode pair~II ! at backgate-
voltages from23 to 13 V in steps of 200 mV. At some backgat
voltages weakly pronounced peaks~some are indicated by arrow
and circles! are observed at the onset of a current step. Inset:
larged view of one of the shallow peaks.
2-4
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a calculated curve of a superconductor/Fermi liqu
superconductor~SC/FL/SC! configuration. Clearly a sup
pression of the current-peak at the onset of the SC/FL
system is observed compared to the SC/LL/SC system
closer inspection of the onset of the curves~main Fig. 5,
curves are shifted and scaled for clarity! reveals small over-
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shots, which become less and less pronounced with incr
ing g. Thus evidently, Fig. 5 shows, that current peaks ori
nating from the QP density of states are not reduc
completely; but a small overshot remains at the onset of e
current step which is observed in the experimental data
weakly pronounced peak~cf. the inset Fig. 4!.

Note that the mechanism leading to the suppression of
tunneling induced current peaks is not affected in the ev
several SWNTs are connected in parallel to superconduc
leads which might be possible in a SWNT rope or bund
Also the formation of a currentless band of width 4D(T)/e
in the (Vsd vs Vg) plane is not altered by such a parall
contacting.

In summary, within a simple, qualitative model it could b
demonstrated that in contrast to FL-like islands with we
electrical connection to superconducting leads, for a LL-l
island its excitation spectrum leads to qualitative differen
in the electrical transport. In the latter case, the energy
pendence of the tunneling density of states of the LL-l
island has to be taken explicitly into account. The tunnel
density of states acts as a counterpart to the QP densit
states in the superconducting leads. This results in a supp
sion of QP tunneling induced current peaks at the onse
each current step in theI /Vsd characteristics caused by a
additional charge state becoming available for the island.
suppression is not necessarily complete as could be dem
strated by a theoretical simulation of a current step.

As SWNTs at low temperatures are assumed to be i
LL-like state, superconducting Re electrodes have been u
to electrically weakly contact them in order to investiga
whether the theoretically predicted effect is observable. E
trical transport measurements down to temperatures lo
than 0.1 K were performed, showing the suppression of
tunneling induced current peaks. Thus, these observat
are consistent with the expectation of a LL-like state
SWNTs.
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